
STOP DEPARTURE TIMES

1 Arthurs Seat Lookout (Skylift, Enchanted Maze, 
Arthurs Seat Walk)

11.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 
Final

2 Noel’s Gallery (Green Olive) 11.07 12.07 1.07 2.07 3.07 4.07

3 T’Gallant (Sunny Ridge & Ten Minutes By Tractor) 11.11 12.11 1.11 2.11 3.11 4.11

4 Tuck’s Ridge (Montalto) 11.17 12.17 1.17 2.17 3.17 4.17

5 Red Hill Brewery or Polperro 11.21 12.21 1.21 2.21 3.21 4.21

6 Red Hill Estate 11.25 12.25 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25

7 Ashcombe Maze  (Pantons) 11.31 12.31 1.31 2.31 3.31 4.31

8 Main Ridge Dairy (Vidoni) 11.41 12.41 1.41 2.41 3.41 4.41

Rule 1: Be waiting at the drop point to move to your next stop, we cannot wait.
Rule 2: By law we cannot allow consumption of alcohol on the bus.
Rule 3: Have fun!

CELLAR DOOR AND 
FARM GATE CIRCUITS



0447 037 646

STOP 1 – Circuits start at Arthurs Seat lookout where you can take in the mesmerising views of Port Phillip Bay 
or choose between a scenic walk, gondola ride or a visit to the Enchanted Maze and Tree Surfing.

STOP 2 – Visit Noel’s Gallery for a fabulous high tea and local artworks then stroll to the award winning Green 
Olive and taste relishes, salts, oils and more. A great lunch spot.

STOP 3 – T’Gallant cellar door and piazza is vibrant and youthful, Sunny Ridge Strawberry Farm is lots of fun and 
interactive and Ten Minutes By Tractor Cellar Door and 2 Hatted Restaurant is elegant and classy. Take your pick 
or visit all three.

STOP 4 – Separated by just 50 metres Tuck’s Ridge and Montalto are two high quality cellar doors offering some 
of the region’s best wines and present them to you via entertaining and experienced sommeliers.

STOP 5 – Red Hill Brewery is the regions most noted brewer and always has four freshly brewed flavours for you 
to taste. Polperro is rapidly becoming the “go to” venue of the Mornington Peninsula.

STOP 6 – You will marvel at the Red Hill Estate views across Phillip Island before sampling wines from one of the 
established vineyards of the region. If you want to settle in for a less casual a la carte lunch this is the place.

STOP 7 – Ashcombe Maze is home to Australia’s oldest and most famous hedge maze, a beautiful circular rose 
maze, and the year round flowering Lavender Labyrinth. Panton Vineyard, next door, not only produces high 
calibre wine but supplies fruit to other highly regarded vineyards of the region.

STOP 8 - Whether it’s hard, soft or something in between a divine goat cheese will cut through the excesses of 
your days wine indulgence. If you are still seeking more of the regions delightful wines then visit Vidoni Estate for 
an intimate tasting.


